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Overview

● Common approach for multimodal models is late fusion of final representations or predictions 
("late-fusion"). 

● This work looks at ways to fuse multimodal information in transformer based models.

● Authors propose "cross-modal bottlenecks" for use in Transformer based architecture to aid better 
multimodal fusion.

● Experiments primarily on audio-visual benchmarks - AudioSet, Epic-Kitchens100, and VGGSound.



Idea proposed restricts the flow of cross-modal information between latent units through 
tight fusion ‘bottlenecks’

Force the model to collect and ‘condense’ the most relevant inputs in each modality. 

Overview 



Architecture



Recap- ViT

*Figure borrowed from ViT paper



Recap- ViT Input:

At any layer l:

Self-Attention



Recap- ViT Input:

At any layer l:

Self-Attention

Cross-Attention



Multimodal extension



Multimodal architecture

Input: 



Multimodal architecture



Multimodal architecture - attention mechanism and update



Multimodal architecture - where to fuse

Vanilla self-attention

Cross modal self-attention with
bottleneck



How do they recommend extension to more modalities?



Baselines

Vanilla Cross-Attention

Vanilla self-attention

- Same structure with 



Experiments



Datasets

AudioSet

-  2 million 10-second video clips from YouTube
- Uses balanced subset consisting of 500K samples

Epic-Kitchens 100

- egocentric videos capturing daily kitchen activities
- 90,000 variable length clips spanning 100 hours

VGGSound

- 200K video clips of length 10s
- 309 sound classes 



Model and optimization specs

- ViT-B initialized from ImageNet-21k
- Regularisation

- Mixup
- Stochastic depth regularisation 

- Augmentation
- Image - random crop, flip, colour jitter
- Spectral image - SpecAugment



Ablation Studies - vanilla self-attention vs separate 
encoders



Ablation Studies



Results



Results



Does initialization matter?



Multimodal architecture - attention mechanism and update



Are there other ways to update bottleneck tokens?

Bottleneck tokens are updated twice - 
sequentially

Bottleneck tokens are updated symmetrically



Attention Maps on Audioset videos

Attention heatmaps rolled from the CLS tokens right down to the inputs



Summary

● Explores different fusion strategies using cross-attention between latent 
tokens. 

● Restricting cross-modal attention via a small set of fusion ‘bottlenecks’ works 
best.

●  Proposed technique has lower computational cost than vanilla self-attention.



Discussion Questions

The authors use a model initialized from ImageNet pretrained model. 

- Would the pretraining limit applicability of inferences drawn in paper to specific 
image domains?

- Would this work on other signals given initialisation?

- Would current inferred behaviour change for models trained on larger datasets like 
JFT-300M?


